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ACCESS ID

Efficient and flexible access
for better security
The challenge:
Control access without slowing operations

Enforcing restrictions for visitors accessing secure areas isn’t easy, whether
the location is a military base, office, factory, research facility or other venue.
Ensuring that the solution in place meets security requirements is critical.
But how do you control access without slowing down lines at entry points?
Also, what if a site has frequent visitors requiring credentials that restrict
them to specific areas at designated times? That can really impede efficient
access and enforcement of security rules. Intellicheck has the solution.

THE INTELLIC HE CK SOLUT I ON:

Effective, efficient access control
Makes it fast, easy and efficient for a
facility’s staff to issue customized,
rules-based access credentials that
restrict visitors to specific areas, at
designated times, or aligned with specific
situations, such as increased threat levels.
Rules can be reconfigured at any time.

Increases security and safety
Instantly authenticates identification
using mobile devices or an existing
system, ensuring that the person
presenting the ID is authorized for
access.

Efficient access management with enhanced security
Intellicheck Access ID™ helps any facility that has
restrictions on when and where visitors, vendors or
staff can go operate more efficiently. Access ID
makes it easy for staff members or security
personnel to issue rules-based, customized
badges that limit access to certain areas, and
specific times.The rules can be configured easily, at
any time—in response to anything from special events
to a need for heightened security—with little time and effort.
Access ID also brings a new level of security to these facilities. Staff members
simply scan the visitor’s ID barcode using either a mobile device or existing
system to instantly and accurately authenticate their identification.
Because Access ID can read more than 200 unique barcode formats from
every U.S. state and Canadian province—with all data updated on an ongoing basis—you can be confident that the results are accurate and
up-to-date. Access ID’s capabilities can also be easily extended via integration
with custom data sources.

Find out how you can ensure compliance and reduce your risks.
Contact Intellicheck today for a free consultation at
(516) 992-1900, or visit intellicheck.com.
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Accurate and up-to-date
Patented technology authenticates
more than 200 unique driver’s
license, enhanced ID and military ID
barcode formats from every U.S.
state, Canadian province and the
U.S.. Department of Defense, with
ongoing database updates to ensure
data is always up-to-date.

Integrates with custom databases
Makes it easy to quickly extend authentication capabilities via integration with
custom databases.

Expert consulting, optimal results
Available as a subscription service or
customized solution. Plus, our professional services team of authentication experts can work with you to
integrate Access ID with existing
systems and custom databases, and
design an analytics module for
enhancing your operational insights.

